Abstract. An ontology is a conceptual representation of a domain resulted from a consensus within a community. One of its main applications is the integration of heterogeneous information sources available in the Web, by means of the semantic annotation of web documents. This is the cornerstone of the emerging Semantic Web. However, nowadays most of the information in the Web consists of text documents with little or no structure at all, which makes impracticable their manual annotation. This paper addresses the problem of mapping text fragments into a given ontology in order to generate ontology instances that semantically describe this kind of resources. As a result, applying this mapping we can automatically populate a Semantic Web consisting of text documents that concern with a specific ontology. We have evaluated our approach over a real-application ontology and a text collection both in the Archeology domain. Results show the effectiveness of the method as well as its usefulness.
Introduction
The Semantic Web (SW) project is intended to enrich the current Web by creating knowledge objects that allow both users and programs to better exploit the Web resources [1] . The cornerstone of the Semantic Web is the definition of an ontology that conceptualizes the knowledge within the resources of a domain [2] . Thus, the contents of the Web will be described in the future by means of a large collection of semantically tagged resources that must be reliable and meaningful.
Nowadays most of the information in the Web consists of text documents with little or no structure at all, which makes impracticable their manual annotation [3] . As a consequence, automatic or even semi-automatic resource tagging will become a necessary and urgent task to populate the contents of the SW.
For this purpose, we can benefit from the research works done in both the automatic document classification and the Information Extraction areas. In the former area, several methods have been proposed to automatically classify documents according to a given taxonomy of concepts (e.g. [4] ). However, these methods require a big amount of training data, and they do not generate instances of the ontology. In the latter area, much work has been focused on recognizing predefined entities (e.g. dates, locations, names, etc.), as well as on extracting relevant relations between them by using natural language processing. However, current Information Extraction (IE) systems are restricted to extract flat and very simple relations, mainly to feed a relational database. In an ontology, relationships are more complex as they can involve nested concepts and they can have associated inference rules.
This paper addresses the problem of mapping text fragments into a given ontology in order to generate the ontology instances that semantically describe them. Our proposal is based on generating a specific mapping between text fragments and the subgraphs of the ontology that better fit them. As in current IE systems, we also recognize predefined entities that can be directly associated to ontology concepts. These entities are extracted by applying a set of pre-defined regular expressions. However, in contrast to these systems, our approach does not use any syntactic nor semantic analysis to extract the relations appearing in the text. As a consequence, the proposed method performs very efficiently, and as the results show, it achieves a good effectiveness.
Generation of ontology instances
In this work we have adopted the formal definition of ontology from [6] . This definition distinguishes between the conceptual schema of the ontology, which consists of a set of concepts and their relationships, and its associated resource descriptions, which are called instances. In our approach, we represent both parts as oriented graphs, over which the ontology inference rules are applied to extract and validate complex instances.
Preliminary Concepts
The next paragraphs present the definitions of the concepts used when generating partial and complete instances from the words and entities appearing within a text fragment.
Definition 1.
An ontology is a labeled oriented graph G = (N, A) where the set of nodes N contains both the concept names and the instance identifiers, and A is a set of labeled arcs between them representing their relationships. Specifically, the labels is_a and instance_of account for the taxonomy and classification relationships respectively. Additionally, over this graph we introduce the following restrictions according to [6] : -The set of the ontology concepts C is the subset of nodes in N that are not pointed by any arc labeled as "instance_of". -The taxonomy of concepts C consists of the subgraph that only contains the is_a arcs. It defines a partial order over the elements of C, denoted with ≤ C.
-The relation signature is a function σ: R → C x C, which contains the subsets of arc labels that involve only concepts. -The function dom: R → C with dom(r) = ∏ 1 (σ(r)) gives the domain of a relation r∈R, whereas range: R → C with range(r) = ∏ 2 (σ(r)) gives its range. -The function dom C : C → 2 γ gives the domain of definition of a concept.
As an example, Figure 1 shows an ontology to describe artifacts made by artists and where they are exhibited. Double line arrows represent the taxonomy relation ≤ C , single line arrows denote the different relationships between concepts, dotted line arrows represent the partial order ≤ R , and finally shaded nodes represent instances.
In order to express the proximity of two concepts c and c' we define the following relevance function:
are the distances between the two concepts c and c' through paths across the taxonomy and the relations in R, respectively.
For the sake of simplicity, we will represent these graphs only with the set of arcs, which are triples of the form (n 1 , label, n 2 ), omitting the set of nodes. 
=
In the next paragraphs we introduce several definitions to operate over instance subgraphs by applying the ontology inference rules over the taxonomy and the concept relations. These operations are intended to merge the partial information extracted from the text (concepts and relationships) in order to form maximal and coherent graphs covering as much as possible the text terms. 
Basically, this definition says that an instance can be specialized by simply renaming the object with a name from the target class in all the instance triples that do not represent an overridden property.
For example, the specialization of the instance 
Similarly to the previous definition, we can obtain an abstract instance by selecting all the triples whose relation name can be abstracted to a relation of the target class c' and renaming accordingly the instance object. For example, the following instances are complementary: 
Extracting instances from texts
Let T be a text fragment formed by the sequence of terms (w 1 ,…,w n ), which can be either words or extracted entities. It is worth mentioning that stop-words are removed from this sequence, and the different word forms are reduced to their lemmas. We will denote with For example, let us consider the following text, where the extracted entities have been denoted with pairs entity-type:entity, fname:Pablo lname:Picasso was a very famous painter, specifically he was an eminent cubist. In his paintings title:Woman and title:Guernica he used oil on canvas.
From this text, we can identify the following partial instances: Taking into account the definitions above, the system generates the set of instances associated to each text fragment as follows. Firstly, it constructs all the possible partial instances with the concept, entity and relation names that appear in the text fragment. Then it tries to unify partial instances, substituting them by the unified ones. Finally, instances are aggregated to form complex instances. The following algorithm resumes all the process. Alg. 1. Algorithm for generating ontology instances.
Experiments
In order to validate the proposed approach, we have tested it over an ontology for the Archeological Research 1 . This ontology contains 164 concepts, 92 relations, and 390 predefined literal values. The number of entity types that can be recognized is around 20 (e.g. dates, locations, numbers, measures, etc.). We have selected 16 excavation reports from [8] as the test document collection. In this work we evaluate the quality of the extracted instances by computing the percentage of the correct ones and the percentage of missing ones. For this purpose, we have manually annotated 15 complete instances from these text collection. From these results, we can conclude that when we use sentences and paragraph to fragment documents, the proposed method performs very effectively, extracting a good number of instances. When we use the logical sections of documents, the precision notably decreases, as the ambiguity of relations increases. The obtained missing percentages can be attributed to the linguistic references to objects that currently are no detected by our method.
Conclusions
This work presents a new approach to the automatic generation of ontology instances from a collection of unstructured documents. This approach does not use any grammar nor extraction rules to obtain the ontology instances. Instead, our system tries to form correct partial instances by taking words and entities appearing in texts and automatically relating them. This makes our approach very efficient. Our experiments on a real-application show that we can obtain a good extraction precision, but it depends on the fragmentation level used to find the mapping between fragments and the ontology. As future work, we plan to include further techniques of current IE systems for detecting concept references, which can help us to combine partial instances even if they stem from different documents.
